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Virtual Office Party

Our Virtual Office Party is the perfect way to bring a remote group together
for a fun and engaging team experience. Ideal for bringing some structure to
leisure and socialization time, this activity is played on a secure, no-install,
browser-based game platform while teams communicate on a video call
platform of their choice throughout the game.

The group will play through a series of simple and fun interactive
mini-games presented in various media formats including image and audio
files, providing an opportunity for every player to showcase their unique
knowledge and skills. Players must use their observations, existing
knowledge, group problem-solving skills, and communication to succeed
with each challenge or mini-game. Ultimately, teams will be scored on their
accurate completion of each game level within the allotted time.

Your group will play in teams of 6 to 8 players, with each participant viewing
the game platform in synchrony with their teammates. A Game Master will
be on hand to facilitate the experience and provide clues if needed. As
certain team members shine through each challenge, their colleagues will
have the chance to vote them the representative of the company in different
categories - the traveler, the foodie, the sports enthusiast, and so on.

At the conclusion of the program, the scoreboard will be revealed showing
where each team placed and announcing the winning team. This fun
concluding ceremony will also serve as an Oscars-style award show where
the top-voted players of each characteristic category are announced and
celebrated.

This program is a great way to spend time with colleagues in a fun and
recreational setting that will enhance your team cohesion while allowing
employees to get to know each other better and learn about their
colleagues' strengths - both in and out of the workplace!

Program Details

Group Size:
up to 500

Team Size:
6 to 8

Program Length:
60 to 75 minutes

Space Requirement
N/A

Setting:
Indoor

Physicality:
Low

Program Elements

Friendly Competition

Fun & Engaging Interaction

Relationship Building &
Networking
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